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ACME TACKLEʼS KEEPER KIT™ IS ALL LURE FISHERMEN NEED FOR ULTRALIGHT
TROUT AND PANFISH ACTION

Proven Acme Spoons Selected For All-Around Angling Success

Acme Tackle Company has brought together six of its most popular metal spoons for trout and panfish
anglers in its Acme Keeper Kit™.  No rainbow, brown, brookie, bluegill or crappie is safe from anglers
armed with this special selection of Acme spoons in proven sizes and colors.

Acmeʼs Keeper Kit includes a 1/8-oz. Acme Little Cleo®, a 1/8-oz. Acme Phoebe®, a 1/8-oz. Acme
Fiord® Spoon, a 1/8-oz. Acme Kamlooper® and two Acme Kastmaster® spoons — 1/8-oz. and 1/12-oz.
This selection is ideal for targeting trout and panfish with ultralight tackle, giving anglers the versatility to
match local forage and conditions on any body of water.

These lures were selected specifically by the experts at Acme Tackle for their versatility and proven fish
catching capabilities.  Acmeʼs Little Cleo features a full-bodied profile that imparts a slow wiggle on the
retrieve and gives the illusion of a three-dimensional baitfish.  Perhaps no metal lure is better known
than Acmeʼs venerable Kastmaster spoon, and the Keeper Kit provides two of these proven fish
catchers.  The included 1/12-oz. Kastmaster is perfect for pond-loving panfish or trout in small
mountain streams, while the larger 1/8-oz. Kastmaster lets anglers cast farther and fish deeper.

Acmeʼs Fiord Spoon features an elongated, slender profile that helps it sink fast and swim with a frantic
action that triggers strikes from reluctant fish.  Acmeʼs Phoebe Spoon features a uniquely curved body
shape with deep cut fins, scales and fins for a realistic baitfish appearance.  The Acme Kamlooper
Spoon is specially designed to run deep on the troll or retrieve, to reach where the big boys live
and feed.

Every lure in Acmeʼs Keeper Kit is built with the finest attention to detail, including stainless steel split
rings and jewel-quality plated or baked-on enamel finishes.  These premium quality spoons are built to
keep their fish-catching action and lifelike colors, season after season.

For more information about the new Acme Keeper Kit — or Acmeʼs full line of proven metal fishing lures
for fresh or salt water angling — contact Acme Tackle Co. at 69 Bucklin St., Providence, RI 02907 •
Telephone: (401) 331-6437 • Or visit online at: www.acmetackle.com.
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